DEAN BENNINK RESIGNS

Capitol Satire
Presented Soon

A battle of Washington wits, FIRST LADY, will be presented November 18 and 19 in the College auditorium. Produced and directed by Miss Marlon Hammond, new member of the speech department faculty, the satire on the social life of Washington, D.C., presents the female of the species at her deadliest. The problem does not concern itself with whom the next President of the United States will be, but with whom the First Lady will be. Sparkling dialogue and political intrigue in the salons of famous people make this a tense and highly enjoyable production.

FIRST LADY was written by two great playwrights of today, George Kaufman and Katharine McPhee. Miss Marlon Hammond, producer and director, is assisted by Laura Kaltenborne, assistant director Constance Terry, stage manager; Delphia Nash, properties; Edna Schearer, business manager; Evelyn Tompkins, ushers chairman; Helen Marie Eckles, prompter and Harry Webb, house chairman.

So vivid is the high antic-characters about whom the play revolves are Mabel Kiefer, Later Mrs. Steven Chase, the Secretary of State, and Jean Collins as Irene Hibbard, wife of Carter Hibbard, a Justice of the Supreme Court. Steven Chase is played by Sidney Hutchinson, a newcomer to our campus, and Carter Hibbard by Armand Jackson. Others in the cast are: Dixon Howell, Belle Hardwick; Bob Lucas, Tom Hardwick; Joyce Evans, Sophie Prescott; Ellen Marie Pease, Emmie Paige; Fred Davis, Senator Keen; Dorothy Keniston, Mrs. Kries. Katherine Neely, Sarah Wiley, Alice Samman, Nancy De Benedict, May Barnes, Bill Lawrence, John Parke, Laura Kaltenborn, Betty Masson, Virginia Webb, Bob Jamieson, Delphia Nash, and Pat Patterson also appear.

An enmity of long standing between Lucy Chase and Irene Hibbard comes to a climax when each desires to be First Lady of the land. The methods by which each seeks to vanquish the other are many and devious, and since Irene has stolen Lucy's cook, there can be no reconciliation.

For an inside peek into the "back rooms" of our nation's capital, "First Lady" is the play to see.

Cooke Dance
This Weekend

As the last of two overnight dances, 100 girls will leave the campus tomorrow night bound for Camp Cooke to spend an evening of dancing and a day of sight-seeing and jeep-riding.

Busses will leave the campus from in front of the Administration Building promptly at 9 o'clock, and will arrive in camp shortly after 8:30. Busses will leave Camp Cooke on Sunday afternoon at 1:35 and will arrive in Santa Barbara at approximately 3:30.

Dancing is scheduled for Saturday night from 8:30 until 11. The girls will spend the night in an especially designed barracks, and will eat their meals with the men during their remaining two periods.

On Sunday, various forms of recreation are open to the women, as well as an invitation to attend chapel.

Sport dresses or suits should be worn for the dance, and slacks are acceptable for Sunday. It has been stressed that warm clothes be worn. A towel and wash cloth should be taken.

For those women wishing to attend, the list will be found in the office of the Dean of Women. The parents' approval slip is required for any of the overnight trips.

Entertainment will be furnished during the evening by a group of students from the college.

Pu Ko How Holds Formal Initiation
Pu Ko How, sub chapter of Phrateres, held the formal initiation of new members Tuesday evening, November 2.

The traditional Chinese dinner preceded the candlelight ceremony. The initiation was conducted by the president, Alice Price.

Juniors Hold First Party
Third year classmen will gather tonight at the music hall for their first party of the year. Sport clothes and slacks will be the uniform of the night as the theme is an old fashioned one. Dancing and ducking for apples will provide entertainment and offer an opportunity to get acquainted. Refreshments will also be served.

The party begins at 8:30, and it is hoped that all will remember that it is not a date affair. Student body cards will gain entrance for all students, and a nominal fee will be charged on those who are not attending this school.

A. W. S. DRIVE
The annual Associated Women Students' drive to collect old Christmas cards is now on. There is a box in Dean Bennink's office. The A.W.S. asks all students to bring as many cards as possible as they are to be sent to the Neighborhood House where they will be used to decorate boxes and packages.
EDITORIAL

Girls. It is war and we are abandoned, alone, on this campus. No men, thus no football, no social life, no fun. What will we do? Are we forced to succumb to drab existence, suffused with boredom, reduced to stagnation, frustrated? We might even be forced to consider studying more, to soiling the unsullied printed page with more frequent contact.

But we should first observe the brave little women on our campus, remaining faithful to their departed swains, or those girls turning on that brave smile as they trudge through sleet and snow to the U.S.O. to do their patriotic duty, trying to forget that they came to college to get married, they hoped. (All right then, but what are you baying about?) Trying to forget the ardors of the previous week-end which they discuss with full details in the haven of the Gaucho room, trying to forget that events in a remote part of the world are forcing them to sacrifice, to do with less.

Of course, there are some among us who are working at a defense plant while continuing their studies, helping to further the war effort while advancing themselves scholastically. There are a few who see ahead to the time when serious men will return from fighting, regrettting the loss of that opportunity which we seemingly so lightly prize. We must not forget that it is a privilege to go to college now. Fortunately, not all have lost their sense of proportion; not all have insisted on clinging to the collegiate tradition of the past. It is heartening to see that there are women students who are preparing themselves to be useful, realizing that adjustment after the war won't be easy.

After all, this isn't a gay, carefree year exactly.

Las Espuelas In Breakfast Meet

Las Espuelas held a breakfast meeting Tuesday morning, November 2 at 7:00 o'clock at the home of Dr. Helen Sweet. Three new members were initiated into the Sophomore women's service club at that time; they were Connie Ackerson, Marjorie Watson and Mary Selover. This organization serves the campus in many ways and is composed of Sophomore women who have distinguished themselves during their freshman year in campus activities or have shown promise of doing so. The new members replaced the previous week-end which they discuss with full details in the haven of the Gaucho room, trying to forget that events in a remote part of the world are forcing them to sacrifice, to do with less.

Honorary Fraternity Inducts New Members

A formal initiation and dinner was given by Alpha Delta Chi, honorary elementary educational fraternity, at El Paseo, Wednesday, November 3, at six thirty.

Presiding officers who initiated the new members were: president, Frances Bedford; vice-president, Jo Anne Newcomb; treasurer, Mary Balham; secretary, Gloria Gherini. Sponsors present at the affair were Mrs. Laura Speck Price and Mrs. Lorretta Byers.

Employment

It has been requested by the office of the Dean of Women that those girls who are employed and have not filled out the employment forms should do so whether they have obtained their positions through the office or not.

Girls desiring positions should file their applications with Dr. Helen Sweet, assistant Dean of Women. Many various types of positions are offered.
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HOW TO PAY YOUR SORORITY DUES ... and make fewer clothes go twice as far. It's easy and economical to add to your winter wartime wardrobe ... and still stay within your budget, and pay those dues, too. Where? You guessed it! It's THE CAMPUS CORNER.

MIXABILITY ... That's what comes with the new plaid Two-Timer. It's pure wisdom ... in pure wool. Wear the smart skirt and casual jacket with contrasting skirts and jackets. Mixed or matched you'll like this bold Glen-plaid suit in brown or forest green. Skirt .......... $9.95
Jacket ............. $16.95.

VERSATILITY ... Found in the short sleeve sweater! Good over shirts, fine under cardigans, and tops under jackets or suits. Clever new necklines, classic patterns, and colors on new. A real extra credit to any coat ... all wool, all sizes ... $3.95

P. S. — Cure for Mid-term Blues ... A trip to the CAMPUS CORNER for something new to wear and care for ... See if it doesn't just evaporate that low-low mood.

Sororities Feature Open House Events

Chi Delta Chi held their first Open House on November 4 from 3:30 to 5:00 at the sorority house, 821 East Pedregosa. Mrs. Laurence Chenoweth and Mrs. Ralph Naite, sponsors, were present at the tea which had a Joe College theme.

Members of Delta Sigma Epsilon had their first Open House on Tuesday, November 2, from 4 to 6 at the home of Jean Gier, 1730 Lausen Road. The motif for the afternoon was an autumn one. Mrs. Ruth Doolittle and Mrs. William Russell, sponsors, poured.

Sororities were busy this week planning war service work activities, with the remaining faculty events and open house teas also occupying an important place on their schedules.

DELTA SIGMA EPSILON

Members of Delta Sigma Epsilon made final plans for the open house held on Tuesday, at Monday's regular meeting. In the last week Delta Sigs received a visit from Mrs. C. F. Fisher, national secretary to the sorority. Many events were held in Mrs. Fisher's honor including a tour of the mission, dinner at El Paseo, and on Friday, October 29, a tea for the Pan-Hellenic board.

DELTA ZETA DELTA

Meeting at the sorority house, members of Delta Zeta Delta discussed preliminary plans for the second Open House to be held November 16. It was decided to furnish recreation rooms for service men with the money earned from the Fashion Show presented this summer.

TAU GAMMA SIGMA

Regular meeting of Tau Gamma Sigma was held Monday at the home of Dwala Ray, where plans for the Open House on November 18 were discussed. A shower was planned honoring Eleanor Brask, former Tau Gam, who is to be married in November to Cadet Bill Collins, U.S.N.R.

DELTA DELTA DELTA

Meetings at the sorority house, members of Delta Delta Delta discussed war-service work although plans were not completed. Members were informed that Beverly Grey, former Gamma Delt, is to be married to Lt. Roy Vincent on November 14 at Camp Cooke.

GAMMA DELTA CHI

Meeting at the sorority house, members of Gamma Delta Chi discussed war-service work at Monday's meeting although plans were not completed. Members were informed that Beverly Grey, former Gamma Delt, is to be married to Lt. Roy Vincent.

ALPHA THETA CHI

Alpha Thetas met at the sorority house and further planned the second Open House to be held November 30. Plans were also made for a party in honor of the alums on December 11. A volley-ball game was slated for Tuesday, November 12, against the Delta Zetes.

GET IN THE SWING

Have Ice Cream For Dessert
Tonight

QUART BRICK 40c

ROYAL Ice Cream
1118 CHAPALA

WEAR FLOWERS from
VICTOR
The Florist
135 E. ANAPAMU

Focus on rayon Mesh

for stockings that are deceptively sheer, wonderfully long-wearing

...Gotham Gold Stripe, pair 1.18

P. S. — Cure for Mid-term Blues ... A trip to the CAMPUS CORNER for something new to wear and care for ... See if it doesn't just evaporate that low-low mood.

EL GAUCHO

Entered as second-class matter in the post office at Santa Barbara, Calif., Sept. 17, 1926. El Gaucho is published every Friday of the second year by the Associated Students of Santa Barbara State College. No issues are printed on holidays or during examinations.
Bruises New Fashion
For College Women

Week-ends at Camp Cooke are all the go now, according to State College women. At least the Hallowee'n weekend really went over with a bang. Upon arrival at the camp, the girls went immediately to the dance, given for them by the 561st Ordnance. In return for the show put on for them by the girls, the men gave a 15 minute show. After the dance the women went to a special barracks where about half were greeted with short-sheets. It took at least an hour for everyone to settle down to that well-earned sleep, but a few didn’t seem to appreciate the fact that sleep was order—4:30 a.m. was their hour of retirement.

Edie Van Meter awoke at 5 a.m. to discover a lone guard, followed by five dogs, pacing disconsolately up and down in front of the barracks. What for? Who knows? A shill whistle brought them immediately. Small white bibles, and with short-sheets. It took at least an hour for everyone to settle down to that well-earned sleep, but a few didn’t seem to appreciate the fact that sleep was order—4:30 a.m. was their hour of retirement.

Edie Van Meter awoke at 5 a.m. to discover a lone guard, followed by five dogs, pacing disconsolately up and down in front of the barracks. What for? Who knows? A shill whistle brought them immediately. Small white bibles, and with short-sheets. It took at least an hour for everyone to settle down to that well-earned sleep, but a few didn’t seem to appreciate the fact that sleep was order—4:30 a.m. was their hour of retirement.

The next thing on the bill was a fast run over the obstacle course. Whereas the men could do it in 2 minutes, it took the girls 16 minutes but then, aren’t we supposed to be the weaker sex anyway? Two of the girls proved that no man could outdo them, though. Clarice Cole and Margie Riley kept up with the fellows all the way. Raulyne Riley didn’t do quite so well when she fell into the water and had to wear G.I.’s the rest of the day.

Greatest jeep ride of them all was that one to the beach. The jeep got stuck in the sand, P-38s strafed the beach, and the girls were sitting on the tool cases in the back anyway. Scared and how! After the huge chicken dinner, the tired, but happy lady commander piled back into the busses and started homeward, while “TEX” HOWEITH looked on. LOIS MCLANE spent the morning bicycling and MARY LOU CROS- IBER and SGT. CHARLES PAR- SONS put an end to the week- end by dancing at El Cortipo.

By the way, in about a week I'll have the negatives to all the pictures that were taken during the day, so if you want a print, see me then.

This past week-end in the old, home town was by no means dull, either. Proof enough:—LUCY GOEBEL at Paseo with BILL MASON, local lad now studying dentistry at S. C.; JO OLIVER with JIMMY MALCH & co. at Samarkand and JOYCE EVANS, pert sophomore, dating GEORGE BIRADVICA, I. E. prexy, for a Saturday night at the Miramar.

Am thinking of establishing a permanent feature in the col- umn. This week we welcomed home ENS. JOHN DAWLY, USN, former Gaucho and BSC. JOHNNY dated MARTHA HARDING while in the vicinity.

Newcomer to the campus is VIRGINIA LAKE, rooming with the DZD’s. VIRGINIA’S a lim- ited student, so she’ll have enough time to catch up on all these long weeks of agony that lay behind us. (Who’s I kid- ding... or have you cracked a book yet?) That old SBSB spirit’s never going to die as long as ANGIE MCGARVIN keeps on greeting the ex-Gauchos on their return to the campus for a brief visit. Just keep your eye on that little gal; we could all take a lesson from her on this home-welcom- ing stuff.

Beauty...

OF ANY OCCASION
IS ENHANCED
WITH
LOVELY FLOWERS

Order From

ALPHA

For a Place to Eat?

"Join the Gang"

At

ELMER’S

1028 STATE

Columbine

By EDIE VAN METER

If the Camp Cooke dance to- morrow night proves as success- ful as last week-end’s, it’s going to be a mighty big success. PAT GILKERSO spent Sun- day morning talking to CPL BILL BAKER; and MARGIE RILEY did a man-sized job on the ob- stacle course, while “TEX” HOWEITH looked on. LOIS MCLANE spent the morning bicy- cling and MARY LOU CROS- IBER and SGT. CHARLES PAR- SONS put an end to the week- end by dancing at El Cortipo.

By the way, in about a week I’ll have the negatives to all the pictures that were taken during the day, so if you want a print, see me then.

This past week-end in the old, home town was by no means dull, either. Proof enough:—LUCY GOEBEL at Paseo with BILL MASON, local lad now studying dentistry at S. C.; JO OLIVER with JIMMY MALCH & co. at Samarkand and JOYCE EVANS, pert sophomore, dating GEORGE BIRADVICA, I. E. prexy, for a Saturday night at the Miramar.

Am thinking of establishing a permanent feature in the col- umn. This week we welcomed home ENS. JOHN DAWLY, USN, former Gaucho and BSC. JOHNNY dated MARTHA HARDING while in the vicinity.

Newcomer to the campus is VIRGINIA LAKE, rooming with the DZD’s. VIRGINIA’S a lim- ited student, so she’ll have enough time to catch up on all these long weeks of agony that lay behind us. (Who’s I kid- ding... or have you cracked a book yet?) That old SBSB spirit’s never going to die as long as ANGIE MCGARVIN keeps on greeting the ex-Gauchos on their return to the campus for a brief visit. Just keep your eye on that little gal; we could all take a lesson from her on this home-welcom- ing stuff.

There are many years of use in a Robe that is well chosen and cared for. So if you want to give a gift that will be a reminder of you for a long time, this is it.

Bath Robes—$5.95 to $8.95
Lounge Robes $12.95 to $15.95

White House Inc.

717-719 State — Phone 3149